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COLLABORATION

PARTNER

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR RESPECTIVE TARGET GROUPS

Demands for

more

activities on

evenings /

weekends

More facilities

on campus -

eg

convenience

store

Different types of

communications

train, car

Good study

environment

Accessibility

for their

colleagues

Place for

privacy and

peace of

mind

Skills

development -

international

exchange with

each other

Must have an

attractive café with

good sustainable

food and location,

the restaurateur is

crucial as a reason

to visit

To build in

knowledge and

experiences that

make you choose

Alnarp over other

destinations

Easy and

convenient to

get here and

find your way

The open place for

everyone. Important

with diversity for the

area to be

experienced as

attractive and inviting

for different target

groups

Make visible and

profile physically

international and

new initiatives /

areas

Opportunity to

connect us to the

international context /

it should be easy to

communicate with

research colleagues

Functional world-leading

infrastructure in the niche

sense and which can be

shared in a smooth way

(infrastructure / sharing

culture - Sharing is caring

and enables more and

higher quality)

Infrastructure for

research

communication

in different

dimensions

Opportunities to

facilitate

physical

meetings

(collaboration)

(ref Puffendorf)

Test areas,

working lab,

plant

cultivation,

landscaping

Clear

information

to locate

things on the

site

Inspirational

workspace

Seamless

technology -

everyone

has access

Viewpoint

over Alnarp -

strong

attraction

internationally

Places to

relax and sit

undisturbed

Physical teaching

environment

important for a

good pedagogy

and sense of

education

The high-tech

solutions must

work and you

need the skills

to use them

Be able to reach

out to and

collaborate with

external parties

via digital aids

Spaces / places to

ventilate that enable

recovery and

tranquility after

intensive efforts

without being

observed at the same

time

"Teacher's room" -

space to meet

other teachers,

reflect, discuss

and develop

pedagogy

Good

meeting

place

Översättning: Specific requirements


